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77.103
Universal LED luminaire for 
dishwashers, washing machines, 
tumble driers and small appliances

- Light emitting area Ø = 20 mm
- Adapters for larger diameters possible
- Flexible positioning due to small installation size

Lighting for dishwashers, washing machines, tumble driers and small appliances

Index

77.103
LED lamp with asymmetrical beam 
angle characteristics for washing 
machines and tumble dryers

- Light emitting area Ø = 12.1 mm
-  Easy installation by inserting push-in fixing into rubber seal
-  Completely waterproof thanks to one-piece housing
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18

30 °

Symmetrical illumination

Universal LED luminaire 77.103 for 
dishwashers, washing machines, 
tumble driers and small appliances

Adapters for different cut-outs

QUALITY GRADE “INDESTRUCTIBLE“    

Dishwashers, washing machines, driers and small appliances demand 
no less of LED solutions. Not only do luminaires used in such appliances 
have to withstand heat, moisture, steam and vibrations, they must also 
be alkali- and scratch-resistant. In addition, to cope with the difficult 
installation conditions, we develop systems with small light-emission 
areas and low overall heights as well as offering modular solutions.
The system presented here is a new version of our drier and drum 
lighting system 77.103 with significantly improved lighting technology, 
consisting of a uniform light guide rod and appropriate adapters for 
common as well as customer-specific cut-outs.

Light emission characteristic

FURTHER CHARACTERISTICS 

LEDs 
- Variable LED parameters (colour temperature,
 CRI, power rating)
- Energy efficiency: Possibility to upgrade to
 a higher energy efficiency class

Installation
- Light emitting area Ø = 20 mm
- High degree of flexibility in positioning due
 to small light emitting area and small
 installation size
- Adapters for larger diameters possible
- Uniform light guide rod module - can be
 combined with adapters for standard and
 individual cut-outs
- Tumble driers and washing machines:
 Easy installation through push-in fixation into  
 rubber sealing

Design
-   Flexible positioning due to small installation

size

Beam angle
- Symmetrical

Protection class
-  Class III due to operation with SELV power 

source
Installation example: Insertion into rubber seal (top) of washing machine or drier
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COMPLETELY WATERPROOF         

This LED lamp is encased in one-piece housing that makes it
completely waterproof.

FURTHER CHARACTERISTICS 

LEDs 
-  Variable LED parameters (colour temperature, 

CRI, type, output)
- Energy efficiency: Possibility to upgrade to
 a higher energy efficiency class

Installation
- Extremely flexible positioning due to small
 light emitting range
-  Easy installation by inserting push-in fixing into 

rubber seal
-  Completely waterproof thanks to one-piece 

housing

Design
-  Light emitting area Ø = 12.1 mm

Beam angle
- Asymmetrical

Protection class
-  Class III due to operation with SELV power 

source

LED lamp 77.103 with asymmetrical 
beam angle characteristics for 
washing machines and tumble dryers
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Asymmetrical illumination

Light emission characteristic

Installation example: Insertion into rubber seal of washing machine or drier

Plug connection
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